ABSTRACT

As the leading US supplier of roof control drills, J. H. Fletcher and Company® has encountered an extensive set of roof strata challenges and has overcome various drilling issues by varying machine parameters and working with customers and tool manufacturers to develop solutions. Every mine wants to drill and install roof bolts as fast as possible with maximum safety at the lowest possible installation cost for their conditions. In most circumstances, the intuitive method of higher speeds and pressures can actually have a detrimental effect on the roof drill safety and performance.

This paper will outline recent tests carried out at several different coal mines in the Eastern United States. The tests focused on optimizing the drilling parameters of feed pressure, feed rate, rotation speed, and drill torque.

The drill feed, rotation speed, and rotation torque, as well as the type of bit selected, have a definite impact on the performance of the roof drill including drilling speed, safety, and tool life. The drilling process can be improved while also improving operator safety and reducing bolt installation costs by maintaining the appropriate roof drill settings for the specific strata conditions.

The advantages of improving the drilling process includes increased bit life, increased drill steel life, reduced hanging drill steels, reduced clogging of the vacuum system, decreased whipping drill steel potential, reduced noise generation, and increased cutting size which reduces fine dust generation and dust collection system servicing.

INTRODUCTION

In recent times, the economic pressures that coal producers are facing have created an increased emphasis on controlling operating costs. Several coal operators have pointed out their dissatisfaction with low bit life, and there is a renewed interest in improving tool life and machine performance as part of an overall cost control strategy. Operators are looking for ways to reduce tooling cost, maintenance costs, and drill downtime without decreasing drill performance. This renewed interest in reducing operating costs, along with the ongoing desire to improve safety, created a perfect environment to take a fresh look at the existing fleet of machines to see what could be accomplished. The goal was to take a practical approach to reviewing machine parameters to determine what changes could be made. The emphasis was on changes that would be feasible to roll out to an entire fleet of machines in a short period of time with minimal capital expenditure. The thought process was that significant improvements could be made by simply tuning up the machine parameters to provide a more efficient and safer bolting process.

HYDRAULICS OF THE FLETCHER BOLTER DRILLING SYSTEM

It is necessary to have a good understanding of the hydraulic system that controls the drilling and bolting processes in order to understand the methods used and the results discussed in this paper.

The typical Fletcher bolter is equipped with a two-section hydraulic gear pump on each side of the machine (Figure 1). The pumps are fixed displacement. As such, they produce a fixed flow rate at a given rpm. The pump sections are sized to deliver 9 gpm (34 ℓpm) and 31 gpm (117 ℓpm) for the “low-volume” and “high-volume” flow, respectively. Both the high-volume and low-volume pump sections are involved in the drilling and bolting process.

The 31 gpm (117 ℓpm) high-volume pump supplies a fixed displacement gear rotation motor that is coupled to a gearcase that rotates the drill steel. Changes to the size of the rotation motor affect the rotation speed and the maximum available torque. The high-volume relief valve controls the pressure. Because torque is a function of the system pressure and the displacement of the hydraulic motor, and the motor is fixed, the relief valve is the device that controls the torque output of the drill. On most drills, the full high volume is available to be delivered to the rotation motor. Some machines are equipped with rotation flow controls to allow the rotation speed to be adjusted for specific conditions, but, in this study, the rotation speed is decreased and the torque is increased by replacing the motor with a larger displacement fixed motor.
During drilling, the 9 gpm (34 ℓpm) low-volume pump supplies a feed package control valve. The feed package control valve delivers oil to a directional control valve that supplies the feed cylinder. The feed package control valve is the most important valve involved in the drilling and bolting process. It is also the valve that is most often misused by bolter operators who desire to put the maximum thrust force at their fingertips. When set correctly, the feed package valve (Figure 2) controls the drilling speed and sets the maximum feed pressure for safety and drilling efficiency. Part of the challenge is to educate mine management on how the feed package valve can be used to improve their safety and performance.

The feed package valve is designed so that the operator can throw the handle wide open on the directional control valve, allowing the feed package valve to control the drilling feed rate. It contains a pressure compensated flow control that will provide a fixed feed rate for drilling. The feed rate will remain constant regardless of the thrust pressure being delivered. The flow control is adjustable so that the feed rate of the drill can be set for various conditions. When the feed is operated, some oil flows through the flow control, but a high percentage of the oil is bypassed through the compensator portion of the valve. There is a “bypass” relief cartridge in the valve that prevents the bypassed oil from exiting to the tank until the feed pressure exceeds the relief setting. The result is that, when the bit tip is not under a load, the bypassed oil is routed back into the feed supply to provide the full 9 gpm (34 ℓpm) for medium speed positioning in free air. Once the feed pressure increases due to a drilling load, the bypass relief valve opens, dumping off the bypassed oil to the tank port. This slows the drilling feed rate to a constant speed based on the amount of the oil through the flow control. The final cartridge in the feed package is the high-pressure relief, which sets the maximum feed pressure.

It is important to understand that the feed package is intended to control the drilling process by establishing the feed rate without the operator “feathering” the controls. The high-pressure relief in the feed package valve should be set so that there is never enough thrust force to bend the drill steel. If the feed package is properly adjusted, the feed pressure that is observed in the system will not always be at the maximum setting. Instead, the actual feed pressure will be something less, depending on the strata being drilled at the given feed rate and rotation speed. If the feed rate is increased to the point where the pressure reaches the maximum high relief setting, the drill will begin to slow down because the high relief valve will be open. This is the point where the feed rate must slow until drilling of the hard strata band is complete, at which time the feed rate will again increase to the level set by the flow control cartridge valve.

A recent tour of several coal mines revealed that a common practice among operators is to increase the setting of both the high relief and the bypass relief, as well as running in the flow control valve. Obviously, the operators want to drill as fast as possible and want all of the available pressure and flow at their fingertips on the drills joystick. However, there are several issues with having the machine set up in this manner. First, it requires the operators to feather the controls in order to set the feed rate. It is unlikely that the operator will be able to control the feed at a consistent rate. It is also very likely that excess force will be delivered to the drill steel because the operator will need to watch for a bend in the steel and try to feather the controls to prevent steel bending.

Another hydraulic feature of the Fletcher roof drill is the two-hand fast feed operation. The two-hand fast feed operation on the Fletcher drill meets several goals. It allows for high-speed positioning and high-speed drilling in order to insert a bolt through resin before it sets. It also provides adequate pressure for the drill to push the bolt into the hole. With a properly adjusted feed package there could be inadequate pressure in normal drilling mode to install a resin bolt. Two-hand fast feed is accomplished by switching the high-volume supply with the low-volume supply when the fast feed handle is actuated. During this time, the high volume will supply the cylinder and the low volume will supply the rotation motor. Spinning of the resin can be started during the fast feed operation and completed once the bolt is completely inserted in the hole.

In normal drilling mode, the feed rate might not be fast enough to push a resin bolt into the hole if the resin being used is the typical fast setting resins used to secure the roof as quickly as possible. However, many operators will push resin bolts in without using two-hand fast feed. In free air, the feed rate might appear fast enough to install a bolt without fast feed. However, the drill will slow down as soon as the bolt sees a load, making it impractical to install bolts without using the fast feed function if the feed package is properly adjusted. The feed package valve should always be set to optimize the drilling process, which may not be the best settings for bolt installation. In this situation, the two-hand fast feed system should be used to install bolts instead of increasing the feed package settings. If the feed package is set to allow quick bolt installation, the setting will likely be too high for optimal drilling.
The following is a good method for installing resin bolts:

1. Release the joystick with the resin cartridge in the hole and the bolt just entering the hole.
2. Engage the two-hand fast feed handle before easing into the higher feed rate with the joystick.
3. At the top of the hole, release the two-hand fast feed handle, which provides full rotation speed to mix the resin. Unlike drilling, installing bolts with two-hand fast feed may require the operator to feather the controls to get the appropriate speed.

Figure 2. Feed package valve - various loading conditions.

**PARAMETERS MODIFIED**

It has been established from previous studies that reducing the rotation speed reduces the risk of steel whip. It is also likely that most drills have the potential to rotate at faster speeds than what is required in order to drill efficiently typical roof conditions. In fact, while drilling in harder material, it is necessary to reduce rotation speeds in order to allow the bit to bite into the material instead of skidding and wearing out the bit. The excess rotation speeds could produce excess wear on bits and smaller particle sizes for dust collection systems. For these reasons, one significant modification for this study was to increase the size of the rotation motor displacement in order to permanently reduce the drilling speed and increase the drilling torque. The 1-1/2 in. (38 mm) rotation motor is a very common arrangement. Over the years, the 2 in. (51 mm) rotation motor has been an optional motor that was available, primarily selected by mines that were drilling very hard materials. For this study, the 1-1/2 in. (38 mm) motors were replaced with 2 in. (51 mm) motors.

Thrust force was the next parameter that was reviewed and optimized as part of the study. Excessive thrust on a drill steel will bend the steel leading to buckling, producing an unsafe condition for anyone in the immediate area. Excessive thrust is a significant contributor to premature bit wear and does little to improve the cycle time of the drilling operation in all but the hardest roof strata. A dull bit will slow the feed rate and cause more dust fines as the material is pulverized instead of being removed in larger pieces due to proper bit penetration. It is possible that the holes drilled under excessive thrust loads are not as straight because the steel is bowing during the drilling operation. This complicates bolt insertion and makes removing the steel from the hole more difficult because the steel can easily hang in a bowed hole.

Feed rates were a third primary target of the study. The goal concerning feed rates was, first, to ensure that the feed package was controlling the feed rate. This provides a more consistent feed rate by putting the control on the feed package valve instead of the operator. Next, the feed rate would be fine-tuned to provide the fastest possible feed rate without bending the steel or clogging the air flow through the steel. Clogged steels slow the drilling process and can create a blowback of dust, which is a burst of dust backward out of the hole. This burst of dust exposes the operator to respirable dust. The idea was not necessarily to improve feed rates directly, but to optimize the feed rates at the appropriate level as dictated by the strata, drill steel, and bit type. Overall cycle time reduction would then be realized due to the other benefits, such as reduction in steel clogging, drill stalling, and time spent changing bits.

The drill torque is set by the high-volume relief valve and the size of the hydraulic motor. For this study, most of the torque improvements were made by increasing the motor size. In all cases, the high-volume relief valve that controls the torque was checked and adjusted to the factory recommendations. However, the setting was not modified to study the effect of more or less available torque on the drilling process. The amount of torque available was simply increased by increasing the displacement of the rotation motors. If a particular mine had an issue of stalling after the larger motors were installed then the high-volume relief valve that controls the maximum torque would have been adjusted to give more torque.

**METHOD/PROCESS**

The methodology for this study was to work with several coal mines to make the desired changes to their production machines, determine the effect that the changes had on the drill operation, and draw conclusions about the relative success of the changes when implemented as a package. Because the machines involved were being used on production sections, consideration had to be given to not interfere with normal mining production. The primary objective for this study was to make improvements for the mine and drill operators. For this reason, it was not always possible to study each variable separately or to complete certain tests to quantify results further. Therefore, some results will require additional testing to quantify the results further.
The process that was used was to visit the machine during a production shift to survey the current status, including the current pressure settings, the drilling methods being used, the type of strata and bits being used, the current drilling feed rate, bit life, noise levels, and drilling cycle times. Each machine was monitored for one production shift in order to determine the baseline. Following the initial survey, the changes to the machine were made as soon as possible, preferably during the next maintenance shift. During the maintenance shift, the rotation motors were changed out from the 1-1/2 in. (38 mm) to the 2 in. (51 mm) gear motors, and the feed package settings were adjusted back to the factory recommendations. This provided a good starting point for tuning the machine. Following these modifications, the feed rates were more accurately tuned, and the pressures were further adjusted to obtain the optimum drilling rate. Operators were reoriented with the machine to make sure they understood how the feed package should be used. Finally, the same parameters that were studied during the initial survey were recorded after the changes had been implemented. The machines were again monitored for one production shift. The results were shared with the operators and then with the mine management. Once accepted by the mine, the changes were implemented on a broader basis at other machines in the same mine. While the improvements were only monitored for one production shift, it should be noted that many of the mines chose to keep and maintain the changes, and are still realizing the successes will be discussed later in this paper. Some of the ongoing improvements as of the writing of this paper. The 2 in. (51 mm) gear rotation motors were installed, and the drill parameters were set. The new rotation speeds were approximately 485 rpm on both sides. The new maximum thrust pressure settings were at 1,500 psi (103 bar) and 2,200 psi (152 bar) for the left and right booms, respectively. This meant that one side of the machine had a considerably higher maximum thrust force on the bit. Also, the bypass cartridges were out of adjustment, so the feed package valves were not properly controlling the feed rate. The rotation speeds averaged 645 rpm, and the rotation reliefs were set at 1,900 psi (131 bar) and 2,000 psi (138 bar). The feed rate when using the starter tool in the softer material averaged 1.7 in/s (4.3 cm/s). When using the finishing tool in the harder material, very low feed rates were measured at an average of less than 0.8 in/s (2.0 cm/s). The average bit life was 8 ft per bit (2.4 m per bit). The drill steel was clogging on nearly every hole, most likely due to the fast rotation speeds and high feed rates in the soft material. The clogging of the steel was slowing the drilling process and was creating blowouts, which is a burst of dust out of the hole. The drill was stalling in the harder material above 4 ft (1.2 m). Stalling occurred as the operator reduced the rotation speed to help drill the harder material at the top of the hole.

Reference Table 1 for a typical set of data. This table represents Mine A in the discussion that follows.

**Mine A**

This mine was operating RRII arm feed machines. They were installing 6 ft (1.8 m) resin bolts supplemented by 14 ft (4.3 m) cable bolts. The material being drilled was soft shale for the first 3–4 ft (0.9 to 1.2 m) and hard shale and sandstone for the remainder of the drilling. The set up included TL-2 drill steels and Kennametal SV119 bits. During the initial review, the maximum thrust pressure settings were at 1,500 psi (103 bar) and 2,200 psi (152 bar) for the left and right booms, respectively. This meant that one side of the machine had a considerably higher maximum thrust force on the bit. Also, the bypass cartridges were out of adjustment, so the feed package valves were not properly controlling the feed rate. The rotation speeds averaged 645 rpm, and the rotation reliefs were set at 1,900 psi (131 bar) and 2,000 psi (138 bar). The feed rate when using the starter tool in the softer material averaged 1.7 in/s (4.3 cm/s). When using the finishing tool in the harder material, very low feed rates were measured at an average of less than 0.8 in/s (2.0 cm/s). The average bit life was 8 ft per bit (2.4 m per bit). The drill steel was clogging on nearly every hole, most likely due to the fast rotation speeds and high feed rates in the soft material. The clogging of the steel was slowing the drilling process and was creating blowouts, which is a burst of dust out of the hole. The drill was stalling in the harder material above 4 ft (1.2 m). Stalling occurred as the operator reduced the rotation speed to help drill the harder material at the top of the hole.

Table 1. Typical data collected.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Left Boom Initial Reading</th>
<th>Right Boom Initial Reading</th>
<th>Left Boom Final Reading</th>
<th>Right Boom Final Reading</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Feed Pressure</td>
<td>psi (bar)</td>
<td>1500 (103)</td>
<td>2200 (152)</td>
<td>1600 (110)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thrust Force*</td>
<td>lb (kN)</td>
<td>5100 (22.7)</td>
<td>8500 (37.8)</td>
<td>6500 (28.9)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rotation Speed</td>
<td>rpm</td>
<td>627</td>
<td>662</td>
<td>486</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rotation Pressure</td>
<td>psi (bar)</td>
<td>1900 (131)</td>
<td>2000 (138)</td>
<td>2000 (138)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Approximate Rotation Torque</td>
<td>lb-ft (N-M)</td>
<td>250 (339)</td>
<td>250 (339)</td>
<td>360 (488)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vacuum</td>
<td>inHg (mmHg)</td>
<td>15 (381)</td>
<td>19 (483)</td>
<td>18 (457)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Starter Drill Rate</td>
<td>in/sec (cm/sec)</td>
<td>1.5 (3.8)</td>
<td>1.8 (4.6)</td>
<td>1.7 (4.3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Feed Rate</td>
<td>in/sec (cm/sec)</td>
<td>Variable</td>
<td>Variable</td>
<td>1.75 (4.4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pusher/Finisher Rate</td>
<td>in/sec (cm/sec)</td>
<td>0.8 (2.0)</td>
<td>0.8 (2.0)</td>
<td>1.6 (4.0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pump Temperature</td>
<td>F (C)</td>
<td>140 (60)</td>
<td>155 (68)</td>
<td>143 (62)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Drill Motor Temperature</td>
<td>F (C)</td>
<td>140 (60)</td>
<td>150 (66)</td>
<td>128 (53)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bit Life</td>
<td>ft/bit (m/bit)</td>
<td>8 (2.4)</td>
<td>8.5 (2.6)</td>
<td>10 (3.0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Noise Level</td>
<td>dB</td>
<td>109</td>
<td>114</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dust Level</td>
<td>NOT TAKEN</td>
<td>NOT TAKEN</td>
<td>NOT TAKEN</td>
<td>NOT TAKEN</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Thrust force as measured directly with a hydraulic load cell
Note: Data courtesy of Kennametal Engineering

**MACHINE SPECIFIC RESULTS**

There were 12 mines that participated in this testing during 2014, with more machines scheduled for this year. Following are the specific results from three of the machines. The name of the mine has been omitted, but all of mines are in the Central Appalachian Coal Basin.
maximum rotation pressure was turned up just slightly to 2,000 psi (138 bar) on both sides. In the softer material of the first 3–4 ft (0.9 to 1.2 m), the feed rates were set at 1.75 in/s (4.4 cm/s), which was very close to what they were prior to the modifications. However, the feed rates obtained in the harder material improved to an average of 1.6 in/s (4 cm/s), which represented a 100% increase in feed rate. This also demonstrated that the pressure compensated flow control was holding a relatively consistent feed rate, and the high relief was not cracking open. The bit life improved 20% to more than 10 ft per bit (3 m per bit). With the increased torque of the larger motors, the operators could slow the rotation in the harder material without stalling the motors. Clogging of the drill steel was virtually eliminated. Noise was observed to decrease by 6 dB as shown on instantaneous readings. This mine chose to implement the changes across the board and is still reporting similar results as of the writing of this paper.

Mine B

This mine was operating DDR mast feed machines. They had medium hard, and consistent material to drill. The initial survey showed that the maximum thrust pressure setting was at 1,500 psi for both booms. They were achieving approximately 580 rpm with the 1-1/2 in. (38 mm) rotation motors. The rotation high-volume relief was set at 1,900 psi (131 bar) on both sides. The feed package valve was out of adjustment for controlling the feed rate. This set up was drilling with Kennametal SVT119 drill bits and installing 42 in. (1 m) resin bolts. The feed rate on average was 2 in/s (5 cm/s). The bit life was low, requiring 4 bits to bolt a single row. The overall time to install a bolt was 68 seconds.

After the 2 in. (51 mm) gear rotation motors were installed, the rotation speeds decreased to approximately 475 rpm. The maximum pressure for feed was reduced slightly to 1,450 psi (100 bar). The maximum rotation pressure was unchanged. The feed rate with the new set up was slightly decreased to 1.75 in/s (4.4 cm/s). The most significant performance improvement observed was in bit life. They were now able to bolt 3 rows with just 2 bits. The overall time to drill and install a bolt was approximately the same. Noise and dust were observed to decrease by those present at the testing, including machine operators. However, the mine will need to perform further testing to quantify the results. This mine chose to roll out the same changes to all mines in their fleet. They were installing 6 ft (1.8 m) torque tension bolts and 10 ft (3 m) cable bolts. The drilling set up included McSweeney’s HOTL 7/8 in. (22 mm) round drill steels, 36 in. (91 cm) starters, drivers, 24 in. (61 cm) middle sections, and finishers. The bits being used were Kennametal RKCV 400 1RR. The maximum thrust pressure was recorded at 2,000 psi (138 bar) on both sides of the machine, but the feed package was completely out of adjustment, and the operators were setting the feed rate by feathering the joystick. This also results in the pressure staying at the maximum setting with the relief dumping as the hole is drilled. The rotation motors were running at 650 rpm. Drill steel bending was noted on both booms as the operators attempted to control the feed rate as fast as possible. Steels were hanging in the holes, which resulted from the holes being arched instead of straight. The operators were having difficulty controlling the rotation at medium speeds in the hard material. There was some steel clogging, as well. The bit life was low at 3 ft per bit (0.9 m), drilling at an average rate of 1.3 in/s (3.3 cm/s), but the rate was quite variable and operator controlled.

Mine C

This mine was operating RRII arm feed machines. Their conditions were soft shale for the first 5 ft (1.5 m) of material followed by thin bands of medium hard sandstone for the remaining drilling. They were installing 4 ft (1.2 m) resin bolts and 12 ft (3.7 m) cable bolts. The setup used TL-2 drill steels and Kennametal SV119 bits. The maximum thrust pressure was recorded to be 1,350 psi (93 bar) on both sides of the machine. One interesting observation is that the feed package appeared to be tuned close to optimal settings. The rotation high-volume reliefs were set at 1,900 psi (131 psi). The rotation motors averaged 670 rpm, with the right side being slightly slower than the left. This drill had an initial feed rate of 2.4 in/s (6 cm/s) in the relatively soft material that they were drilling. The mine was getting good bit life of 52 ft per bit (15.8 m per bit). Plugging was occurring in the soft material. In the harder material at the top, the drill would stall when the operators slowed the rotation speed to approximately 330 rpm for the difficult drilling.

After the rotation motors were changed, the rotation speed was reduced to approximately 500 rpm on both sides. The maximum feed pressure increased slightly to 1,500 psi (103 bar) since this was not enough to bend the steel and the hard conditions needed more thrust. The average feed rate was unchanged at 2.4 in/s (6 cm/s), and the bit life was also unchanged at 52 ft per bit (15.8 m per bit). The clogging of the drill steel previously noted was essentially eliminated. With the increased torque, the operators were now able to slow the rotation speed in the harder bands without stalling the motors. It was interesting to note that this drill was not able to realize the same improvements to bit life as most machines in the study. This is attributed to the fact that the feed package was properly tuned already. The dust and noise levels appeared to have been reduced significantly, which was attributed primarily to the lower speed of the rotation motors. Noise and dust studies were to be conducted on this machine by the mine later in order to quantify these improvements. To date, this mine has elected to not incorporate these changes to their fleet. The test machine was put back to its original condition.

Mine D

This mine was operating RRII arm feed machines in extremely hard drilling conditions. They were installing 6 ft (1.8 m) torque tension bolts and 10 ft (3 m) cable bolts. The drilling set up included McSweeney’s HOTL 7/8 in. (22 mm) round drill steels, 36 in. (91 cm) starters, drivers, 24 in. (61 cm) middle sections, and finishers. The bits being used were Kennametal RKCV 400 1RR. The maximum thrust pressure was recorded at 2,000 psi (138 bar) on both sides of the machine, but the feed package was completely out of adjustment, and the operators were setting the feed rate by feathering the joystick. This also results in the pressure staying at the maximum setting with the relief dumping as the hole is drilled. The rotation motors were running at 650 rpm. Drill steel bending was noted on both booms as the operators attempted to control the feed rate as fast as possible. Steels were hanging in the holes, which resulted from the holes being arched instead of straight. The operators were having difficulty controlling the rotation at medium speeds in the hard material. There was some steel clogging, as well. The bit life was low at 3 ft per bit (0.9 m), drilling at an average rate of 1.3 in/s (3.3 cm/s), but the rate was quite variable and operator controlled.

Because of the extremely hard conditions, this mine was able to achieve significant improvements by changing to the larger rotation motors and tuning the drilling parameters. Immediately, the drill steel bending was eliminated, which provides better operator safety and straighter holes. As a result, the drill tools hung in the hole much less. The maximum thrust pressure reduced slightly to 1,800 psi (124 bar) on both sides, but, because the feed package was set to control the feed rate, the drill ran below the maximum setting during most of the drilling period. The new feed rate was actually improved to 1.6 in/s (4 cm/s) as controlled by the feed package valve. Bit life saw a substantial improvement to 12 ft per bit (3.7 m), which is a 400% improvement over the initial results. The hydraulic system was observed to be operating cooler. The noise and dust levels appeared to have been reduced, but this will need
evaluated and confirmed later by mine management. At the time of writing, this mine has elected to not incorporate the changes discussed in this paper. The test machine was put back to its original condition. The mine does see the benefit in the changes, but the main deciding factor was based on the resin in use at this mine requiring high spin speeds. Work is underway to sort this out so that these improvements can be implemented.

**DISCUSSION OF RESULTS**

**Initial Survey:** During the initial surveys, it was noted that some drills had high thrust pressure settings well above the recommended settings leading to a high likelihood of steel bending and tool and steel failures. Other machines had their maximum thrust pressure settings close to Fletcher factory recommendations, but most of these still had the bypass cartridge adjusted incorrectly so that the feed package could not control the feed rate accurately. Operators were observed feathering controls in an effort to set the feed rate and installing bolts without use of the two-hand fast feed valve. This demonstrated that the feed package was out of adjustment. Several drills were observed to stall frequently under heavy loads with high feed rates, especially in harder material when the operator attempted to slow the drill speed. In softer material, the drill vacuum system clogged frequently creating blowouts, which is a discharge of dust back out of the hole. Clogging of drill steels also slows down the overall cycle time for installing a bolt.

**Safety Considerations:** The maximum rotation speed was decreased on all of the machines to reduce the potential energy of the steel. High thrust loads can lead to steel failure and whipping. By setting the maximum thrust and controlling the feed rate, the risk due to a steel failure was reduced.

**Bit Life:** The results were varied, with some mines experiencing no bit life improvement, while others saw dramatic improvement. Most of the mines did see some improvement in bit life. Some of the more significant improvements were noted when the original feed pressures were considerably off during the initial survey. At least two mines went from using one bit per hole to being able to drill several rows on the same bit.

**Feed Rate:** Several mines were able to realize significant increases in feed rates by optimizing the settings and proper use of the feed package. A few machines had no improvement in feed rate or even a slight decrease in feed rate. However, the goal was to obtain the appropriate feed rate and to have that rate controlled by the feed package valve. The overall cycle time was improved for all mines, which resulted from other improvements including reductions in stalling, clogging, steel hanging, and time spent changing bits.

**Straightener Holes:** By eliminating steel bowing, the drilled holes were straighter, leading to a decrease in occurrences of steels hanging in the holes. Hanging steels force operators to have to stop and pull the steel out of the hole. It is common to see the operators pecking or hammering on the side of the steel while pulling it out of the bowed holes. This releases respirable dust from the hole as the steel comes out and places the operator in awkward body positions trying to reach out from under the canopy to free the steel. An operator trying to free a stuck steel may be more at risk for injury.

**Drill Stalling:** Stalling of the drill motor, which was observed during the initial surveys, was significantly reduced. During the initial studies, stalling was observed rarely in soft conditions, but occurred as much as 4 to 5 times per hole in the hardest strata, with an average of 2 times per drilled hole. After the modifications, stalling was no longer observed on any of the test machines. The improvement can be attributed to the increased torque of the larger motors, as well as setting the feed rates to appropriate levels. During the drilling of very hard materials, the operators would slow the rotation, which created the stall of the motor. Slowing the rotation speed in hard materials is necessary in order to allow the bit to cut the material with improved bite. This is essential to obtaining good bit life. With the increased torque and the feed rate properly adjusted, this problem improved.

**Reduced Clogging:** Clogging of the vacuum system was reduced significantly. In the worst scenarios observed, the system would clog on nearly every hole during the initial observation. In harder drilling the clogging was rarely observed because the hard material requires a slower drilling rate. After modifications, clogging was essentially eliminated. This is attributed to the feed rates being set properly and being controlled by the feed package.

**Dust Exposure/Cutting Size:** The dust exposure is believed to have improved at all mines where the testing was performed. The cutting size of the material being removed from the holes was observed to be much larger after the machine parameters were set and the rotation speed decreased. This was evident by examining the material in the pre-cleaners. The larger cuttings were anticipated since the rotation was now slower for a similar feed rate, thus allowing the bit to bite a larger piece of material per revolution resulting in less fine, respirable dust. The occurrences of steel clogging that led to blowouts were reduced by controlling the feed rate in softer materials. This kept the operators from being exposed to blowout dust. An important observation was made concerning the amount of fine dust being generated. Before the larger motors were installed, when a resin cartridge was inserted in the hole, a large amount of fine dust would fall out of the hole. Once the motors were changed and the drill tuned up, the amount of dust observed coming out of the hole when the cartridge was inserted was significantly less. It is strongly believed that these changes will decrease exposure for the operators. It will be necessary to carry out time weighted operator exposure studies in order to quantify this improvement. Further dust testing is being planned and may be the subject of a future paper.

**Noise:** Noise rates of the drills were improved significantly. At one mine, the instantaneous noise level was observed to have decreased by 6 dB while drilling hard strata. It is believed that this is the result of a greater portion of the energy going into cutting the material. Further noise surveys are needed to quantify the improvements to the operator exposure on a time weighted basis.

**Maintenance costs:** An important result of setting the drill parameters is that wear and tear on the machine is reduced. The drill will run at lower pressures throughout most of the drilling cycle. In one instance, a mine was having ongoing issues with feed cylinder failures. When the machine was reviewed, the pressures were very high. This mine had a torque issue while installing torque-tension bolts, so they were reluctant to reduce the pressure settings. By changing their 1-1/2 in. (38 mm) motors to 2 in. (51 mm) motors, the torque issue was resolved. Not only did the
machine drill better, but the rate of feed cylinder failures decreased significantly. This demonstrates a major benefit of the project: maintenance costs are reduced because the drill does not have to work as hard to drill the holes. Lower temperatures on hydraulic components were noted during the testing. While watching the drill operate, it is easy to see the reduced stress on mechanical components after these improvements are made. Several of the mines that participated in the study later reported notable decreases in maintenance costs on their roof bolters.

**SUMMARY/CONCLUSIONS**

- The machines in the study were made safer by slowing the rotation speed or reducing the feed force while either improving cycle times or at least holding cycle times constant. Drill steel buckling and steel whip are the primary causes of unsafe conditions for the operator. Previous studies by J.H. Fletcher and Company have identified that a 4 foot drill steel rotating unrestrained may whip to the point of failure at 700 RPM. For this reason, Fletcher recommends that the starter steel used for collaring the hole never exceeds 3 feet in length. Additionally it is noted that higher rotation speeds and longer drill steel lengths, as well as worn or inferior drill steels can contribute to steel failures. None of the machines in this study were found to be at the 700 RPM level. Even so, it is a good practice to reduce rotation speeds when possible in order to further reduce the potential for accidental whipping of a long unrestrained steel. In this study the rotation speed was reduced by as much as 150 RPM (approximately 600 RPM to 450 RPM). Buckling is a bending or bowing of a column due to instability caused by a high axial compressive load. The critical load that can lead to a buckling failure is affected by not only the material and sectional properties of the drill steel, but also by the length of the steel, the end conditions, misalignment, and the presence of couplings and extensions. By reducing the axial load that the drill can produce, the potential for drill steel failures due to buckling is reduced. J.H. Fletcher and Company states that a bowing steel is a sign of a hazard for which drilling must immediate stop. Many of the machines in this study were observed during the initial review to be bowing the drill steels. In this study, the available feed pressure was reduced on most machines, some by as much as 500 psi, which corresponds to a reduction in feed force of more than 3500 lbf of thrust. Of even greater significance is the fact that after the changes were implemented, none of the machines were showing signs of bowing the drill steel during drilling. These achievements were enough to justify expanding the testing to other mines.

- Dust was reduced by both the larger motors and tuning the drilling parameters. Additional studies are needed to quantify dust exposure levels of the operators after the improvements.

- Installing larger motors and tuning the feed rate helped to reduce clogging of the drill steel, which improved the overall drilling cycle time. It also reduced the occurrence of blowouts that expose operators to respirable dust. This especially helped in softer materials.

- By controlling the maximum feed force, the holes produced were straighter. This reduced the occurrences of drill steels hanging in the hole. Hanging steels force operators to have to stop and pull the steel out while hammering on the side of the steel. This improved cycle times and resulted in a safer process.

- Bit life was improved for the majority of mines in this study. Mines with very hard cutting conditions benefited the most. Some mines achieved very significant improvements.

- The changes made in this study produced varied results concerning feed rates. Because the goal was to obtain the appropriate feed rate, in some cases, this meant slowing the rate. Some mines realized significantly improved feed rates, while others stayed the same or reduced the feed rate slightly. However, most mines experienced overall cycle time reductions.

- Noise was improved at all of the mines in the study. Mines with extremely hard cutting conditions appeared to benefit from the most noise reduction. Additional studies are needed to quantify the results.

- A side benefit of the changes made in this study is that maintenance costs are anticipated to decrease due to reduced wear and tear on the machines.

- Bit manufacturers believe that, with the drill settings optimized, high performance tooling can be used to make further improvements (Bise and Ullom, 2015). Testing of high performance tooling will be conducted in the future as a next step to improving drill performance and extending tool life.
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